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NERDC Dial-up Server Statistics

The charts and data below show use figures for the NERDC dial-up servers. Figures do not include customers dialing in through the IBM 7171 protocol converters, an older technology that is being phased out. These figures include GatorLink account activity, which has risen throughout this initial year of implementation. Due to the current volume of GatorLink activity, we will separate GatorLink and NERDC account statistics in the future.
Average Minutes/Session

Average minutes per session for local connections (also known as local sessions; see accompanying "Other Dial-up Statistics").
Total Sessions

Total number of sessions; both local connections (also known as local sessions; see accompanying article, "Other Dial-Up Statistics"), and long-distance

Other Dial-up Statistics

Sessions per userid (monthly):

A session begins when a customer logs onto any dialup server. E-mail composed in a PC-based system and mailed through NERSP or to a NERDC address does not count as a session until that user logs on and checks his or her e-mail. Minutes per session averaged 23.6.

Growth of Userids:

The inauguration of universal access via GatorLink resulted in a large increase in unique userids (the number of users who logged in at least once each month) in Fiscal Year 1997-98. Combined NERDC IDs and GatorLink IDs used to dial in at least one time increased from 5,982 in July 1997 to a maximum of 14,072 in February 1998.

GatorLink accounts began during this fiscal year and have increased the volume of dial-up activity.

Due to this increase, NERDC and GatorLink dial-up statistics will be presented separately in the future.

Your Comments are Welcome

We welcome your comments and suggestions on this and all UFIT documentation. Please send your comments to:
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